Despicable Me 2
On Wednesday 19th June we are having a pre-release Fundraising Event at Event Cinemas in Shellharbour. Tickets are $15 per person and every child must be accompanied by an adult. Tickets are now on sale and are available from the front office. If you send in $ for tickets it must be in an appropriately labelled envelope and placed in the yellow box in the office. The event has a 6 for 6:30 start. On the 19th June you hand the tickets from school in at the Candy Bar to receive your cinema tickets.
We hope you and your family and friends will support this event. Monies raised will be used to purchase resources for our school.
Tickets are selling fast – don’t miss out!!

Reporting
In the Maths section of the report there is a record of how far a student can count. This number is the number they can count to and also provide the number after any given number up to that point. It is important for children to understand what a number represents as well as be able to rote count. Students are also asked to place a random arrangement of numbers in order, read numbers and represent them using concrete materials (such as counters).
All Kindergarten students are expected to know numbers to 20 by now. The pronunciation of teen numbers is important for them to be correct, for example fourteen not forty. When they confuse how to say them they often miscount. Students should also know how to recognise, make, continue and describe a pattern by this term.

Coming Soon....
Pirate Dress-up Day
come to school dressed as a pirate on Friday 14th June.

Kindy & Year 1 Athletics
Come dressed in your house colours ready for a fun day of athletic activities on Friday 28th June. House colours are arranged according students’ surnames, for example Mrs G is in LEE and would wear green.
Surnames A-D are WHITFIELD and wear Blue.
E-K are LEE and wear Green.
L-Q are GORMAN and wear Red.
R-Z are BAILEY and wear Yellow.

Home Bell
Just a reminder that children are not to be picked up from the Kindy COLA or along the covered walkways so please ensure your pick up point is in the concrete Playground Area from the Hall to the Library. Thank you for your support.

Earn and Learn
Woolies Earn & Learn closes soon! Please send in any stickers asap.